Bringing The Outside Inside

Inspiration from a
walk, photographs
of trees and their
development into a
slab pot.
Beating isolation.

Inspiration! Is key
When we try to decide what to make using clay its easier if
there is meaning behind our work. In the present climate
where many are self isolating , isolated not only from their
loved ones (which inspired our photo frames project 1 ) but by
the isolation for the outside the need for the freedom of being
outside made me consider the importance of something as
simple as a walk which is so easily taken for granted. Our loss
of freedom makes us take note of the little things which we
never realised meant so much to us. Lucky enough not to be
self isolating completely I went for a solitary walk which
became a fountain of nourishment which we can all feed off to
inspire our work. Let me share my experience of trees which I
noticed and became fascinated by. The colours and the
patterns the structures and the shapes. The funny thing is, it
was the half dead and damaged trees which attracted my
attention. They were hung in the balance of life and death and
this struck a cord. My imagination flowed and I saw those
patterns and shapes and textures in clay. I though how
wonderful it would be to collect bark and use it to texture clay.
I recorded the patterns of the lilting and hollow trees in
photographs and considered the impact they could have on a
slab pot informing shape and pattern and colour

Using the patterns on the tree to inspire decoration
Sources of
Inspiration
Bringing the
outside in and
using it directly
with clay

Slab Pots
A pot created using flat pieces of traditionally geometric shapes which are joined at right angles to create the walls of a pot. Slab
pots require the use of scoring and slip and a reinforcing coil to keep construction together
We made a photo frame in project 1. Many of the techniques are the same. Plan your rectangular pot, I have included templates for you to
cut around but you could make your own.
1

Rollout clay using guides, improvise if you have no guides table mats or rulers can be placed either side of the clay and the clay rolled
on canvass between them. Compress the clay with a kidney.
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Are you going to play with bark on the clay. You can gently press the clay onto the bark or try pressing the bark into the clay.

3

Which works better? This clay is now suitable to make slabs from. Use the templates and cut around them. Remove the clay from
around the shapes and leave them to dry overnight in a cool room. You could leave the slabs outside and check them every 30
minutes. As the outside air will dry them slowly. Alternatively use a hair dryer but slowly waft the air, do not dry edges and ensure you
do not dry the clay too much.

When the clay is leather hard like cardboard but still retains some moisture, stick the slabs together score slip and reinforce with a coil at
every seam. Build the first two pieces on one side when you have a corner you can stand it up. place it onto the base and mark where it
will go. Remove and score then replace ensuring every surface which meets has been scored this includes the bottom of the standing
slabs, reinforce with coils. Key to success USE SOFT CLAY FOR COILS.
Every slab is joined and sealed with a coil adding on top of the base not to the side and checking pieces will fit in the configuration you
have before sticking!
Hey you have a slab pot. Trim the top by using a ruler. Secure corners with soft clay

Texture seams
with a piece of
bark and texture
the top. Leave to
dry but return
before it has
become brittle for
firing

Keys To Success
• Always keep spare clay in a plastic bag to
ensure it does not dry out
• When building a slab pot ensure the clay has
dried enough to support itself. It should feel
like cardboard but still have moisture in it. Too
dry it will not join too wet it will be difficult to
handle and easily distort
• Play with paper templates before using clay as
you can throw away a bad design on paper
and if it doesn’t fit together its fine but working
it out on clay is wasteful. The more you use the
same piece of clay the more likely it is it will
dry out
• Keep soft and hard clay seperatly.
• Hard clay can be returned to us we will recycle
it. You can use your soft clay for another idea
but return it if you don’t wish to we can use it!

Important information

Send clay back you do not use. Separate the
hard from the soft clay and keep the soft clay
in plastic
We will fire your slab pot and anything you
make with your spare clay its included in the
parcel cost
Put your finished piece into plastic once it has
dried enough to appear strong. Do this before
it completely dries out and becomes brittle it
will be too difficult to transport without
breaking it at this point. Completely dried out
clay which breaks can not be repaired easily.
After firing your work will be in a new clay
parcel with glazes for painting the cost of your
glaze box will include firing.
Return your box within 7 days
so we can reuse the tools and prepare for
another person. Lost tools will be charged for.

